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GERNOT WOLFGANG
Critics describe 2016 GRAMMY nominee Gernot Wolfgang as a 
“master composer with important things to communicate to his 
listeners” (Fanfare) and a composer with a “winning sonic arsenal” 
(Gramophone), while jazz legend Dave Brubeck characterized 
Gernot’s music as being of “unconventional beauty.” Don Clark of 
icareifyoulisten.com portrays the compositions on Gernot’s 2016 

Albany Records release Passing Through as “substantial, provocative, entertaining examples  
of the now and future of chamber music.”
 Born in Bad Gastein, Austria in 1957, Gernot Wolfgang currently resides in  
Los Angeles. He is a graduate of the program Scoring for Motion Pictures and TV at USC, 
and holds degrees from Berklee College of Music in Boston and the University of Music  
in Graz, Austria.
 Gernot has so far received more than 40 commissions from individuals and 
organizations such as the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra, the Santa Barbara Chamber 
Orchestra, the Jazz Festival of the European Broadcasting Union, Los Angeles Philharmonic 
principals Michele Zukovsky (clarinet), Joanne Pearce Martin (keyboard) and David 
Breidenthal (bassoon), the Verdehr Trio, the Debussy Trio, Martha’s Vineyard Chamber 
Music Society, Cal State Northridge, and the Los Angeles based chamber music series 
Chamber Music Palisades, Pacific Serenades and South Bay Chamber Music Society. 
 His concert works, which are published by Doblinger, Fatrock Ink and TrevCo Music 
Publishers, have been presented by the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Los Angeles Chamber 
Orchestra, the Kansas City, Seattle and Sydney Symphony Orchestras, Santa Barbara 
Chamber Orchestra, Muenchner Rundfunkorchester (Germany) and the Symponieorchester 
Vorarlberg (Austria). They have been performed in venues such as Carnegie Hall (Weill 
Recital Hall) in New York City, National Gallery in Washington, D.C., Konzerthaus and 
Musikverein in Vienna and at festivals such as the New York Chamber Music Festival, the 

This intriguing and ingenious album by Gernot Wolfgang  
bridges sophisticated Viennese elements with edgier and  

rawer textures found in more contemporary American works.  
 

Indeed, this production evokes enigmatic scenes from Schoenberg’s school, to  
the sun-bleached streets of Los Angeles, where Wolfgang resides. He takes us on an 
autobiographical safari with this “groove-oriented” classical album that’s a pleasure  

to explore, for those with kid-like wonder or veteran-seasoned ears.  
 

This is a piece of musical literature because every time I listen to it, I hear something new. 
Each section is teeming with revelations, from the curious to the celestial. These compositions 

are for eclectic chamber groups, beginning with a bassoon-piano opener and concluding  
with a piano quartet. These many forms reveal the multiplicity of Wolfgang: He thrives when 

writing for different combinations, formats, permutations. In crafting this work,  
Wolfgang has created something wholly personal and profound. A significant and  

seminal contribution. An instant favorite. 

—Kabir Sehgal, Multi-GRAMMY & Latin GRAMMY winning producer,  
New York Times/Wall Street Journal bestselling author

…

…
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ABOUT THE MUSIC
While choosing the music for this album, I noticed that among the top contenders were  
several pieces with Viennese connections. Others were inspired by various places in the  
American West, as well as the urban environment of Los Angeles, my home for the last  
23 years. It occurred to me then that these pieces represented a valid musical summary  
of my life so far. 
 In the early stages of my career I played jazz guitar. While I wrote occasional chamber 
music pieces from the early 1990s on, I didn’t consider composing contemporary classical  
music as an all-important part of my musical life. That changed in the early 2000s when  
positive feedback from musicians and audience members alike convinced me to invest more 
time in writing concert music. My initial inspiration for composing in this genre had been 
the prospect of incorporating grooves from musical styles such as jazz, rock & roll, pop, world 
music and electronica into chamber music and orchestral settings. More recently, my interests 
have expanded into fusing the harmonic and gestural worlds of the Second Viennese School 
musical masters with aspects of contemporary jazz, either overtly or in subtle ways. This 
composite of musical elements can be heard in the majority of the compositions on Vienna 
and the West.
 Grooves still play an important role on this album—thus the album’s subtitle groove-
oriented chamber music, vol.4. But the rhythmic sections are balanced out by extensive slow, 
floating, somewhat meditative musical passages. General pauses are also built into the music, 
as a means to highlight musical material after the fact. For me, general pauses serve a similar 
function to empty wall space surrounding a work of art in a museum—the quiet nothingness 
enclosing the painting (or music) enhances its impact. 
 My thanks go to the outstanding Los Angeles musicians who so wonderfully brought my 
music to life. Hope you’ll enjoy!

—Gernot Wolfgang

Festival Internacional Cervantino in Guanajuato (Mexico), the Wiener Festwochen and  
Wien Modern. 
 Albany Records has previously released three CDs of Gernot’s chamber music: 
Passing Through (TROY1624, 2016), which received a 2016 GRAMMY nomination in 
the category Best Classical Compendium, Short Stories (TROY1248, 2011) and Common 
Ground (TROY854, 2006). As a guitarist with the Austrian jazz ensemble The QuARTet he 
has recorded two critically acclaimed CDs for Extraplatte and toured extensively throughout 
Europe in the 1990s. 
 From 1990-93 Gernot was a lecturer for Jazz Composition and Harmony at the 
University of Music in Graz. He has guest lectured and held masterclasses at JAM Music Lab 
University in Vienna, Penn State University, Texas Tech University, UCLA and Instrumenta 
Verano in Oaxaca, Mexico. Gernot has received awards, grants and scholarships from the 
American Composers Forum, American Music Center, the Austrian Ministry for Education 
and the Arts, Berklee College of Music, Billboard Magazine, BMI, the Fulbright Commission 
and the State of Tyrol, Austria. 
 Gernot Wolfgang also works as an orchestrator in the film and TV music industry. 
He is currently associate artistic director of HEAR NOW—A Festival of New Music 
by Contemporary Los Angeles Composers and on the advisory board of Coretet, a Los 
Angeles-based chamber music commissioning program. For more information please visit 
gernotwolfgang.com
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that I had used within the piece was one of the tasks. The result was 33, and there I thought 
I had something. Route 66 .. Route 33 .. I could live with that, although it seemed entirely 
too cute. So I did research into where Route 33 might actually be. It turned out that this road 
starts at the Pacific Ocean, in the Southern California city of Ventura, and ends near Tracy, 
California, a small town East of the San Francisco Bay. On its way North it just happens 
to graze the town of Ojai, known for its internationally acclaimed annual Contemporary 
Classical Music Festival, to which my commissioner Gloria Cheng has had a long standing 
professional connection (she has been a featured performer there many times). Too many 
aligning things here to be coincidental, I thought, and settled on the title Route 33. 
 The composition itself is divided into six interconnected sub-chapters: 
1. Smooth Sailing – 2. Dream 1: Disjointed – 3. Open Road – 4. Dream 2: Gentle – 5. Dream 
3: Storm – 6. Awaking Slowly.

Windows for clarinet, bassoon and piano 
Windows for clarinet, bassoon and piano was commissioned in 2014 by Gary Gray, former 
principal clarinetist of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra.
 The two principal themes of this one-movement composition are presented in a variety 
of musical environments throughout the piece. In an allegorical sense, the listener walks 
down a hallway lined with windows, periodically catching a view of the exterior. The outside 
world remains the same, but the perspective of the viewer/listener changes from window to 
window…a series of parallax views.

Road Signs for bassoon and piano
Road Signs is about navigating traffic in Los Angeles. There are tricky situations that require 
thinking on your feet and making quick, precise decisions. There is elation when the traffic 
opens up in front of you. There is puzzlement when trying to figure out the meaning of four 
different parking signs stacked on top of each other. There is also time for contemplation 
when you’re sitting at a red light in the middle of the night and your mind begins to wander. 
All of the above might serve as well as an allegory for life. 

Passage to Vienna for piano trio 
Opus Tomorrow, the new music project of the South Bay Chamber Music Society, 
commissioned Passage to Vienna in 2012.
 The underlying theme of the piece makes a musical voyage from present-day America 
to Vienna in the early 1900s and back. Solo piano introduces the majority of the musical 
material. Then the strings pick up the main theme, backed by a gently pulsating piano 
accompaniment, resembling the movements and rhythms of ocean waves.
 After an early jazzy violin solo, the mood soon shifts gradually towards material with 
roots in the work of the great masters of turn-of-the-century Vienna—Schoenberg, Berg, 
Webern. After having spent some time in this beautiful city the piece signals that the return 
trip is near. On its way back to America, familiar material reappears, but this time informed 
by the European visit. Jazz returns, but dissonances linger on ... 

Route 33 for solo piano 
GRAMMY Award winning pianist Gloria Cheng commissioned Route 33 in 2014.
When I finished the piece, it didn’t have a title: it felt like an imaginary road trip, interrupted 
by a series of unrelated dreams. However, no name came to me yet. To take my mind off 
the problem, I started doing some housekeeping—counting the number of synthetic scales 
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From Vienna With Love for piano quartet
When violinist Elmira Darvarova, founder and president of the New York Chamber Music 
Festival, asked me to contribute a short piano quartet for the 2011 concert “A Tribute to 
Mahler,” she sent along a copy of Gustav Mahler’s two-page sketch for an intended second 
movement to his Piano Quartet from 1876. From Vienna With Love is based on the theme 
outlined in this sketch.
 The piece opens with the main melody presented in two very different musical 
environments: first a slow introduction, divided in half between solo piano and strings, which 
harmonically foreshadows musical developments in early 20th century Vienna. An upbeat 
section follows, incorporating uneven meters—a reflection on Vienna’s cultural plurality at 
the time (a number of Eastern European nations were part of the Austrian Empire). Violin 
and viola carry the theme in 2-octave unison, supported by a jazzy combination of pizzicato 
cello and piano. 
 Jazz continues to be an audible factor during the middle section of the piece. Written 
out, but sounding-as-if-improvised soli for cello and piano build towards a massive ensemble 
unison where the main theme is again spelled out. The composition then calms down. A 
gentle ostinato tapestry of pizzicato cello and piano sets the mood, while the violin plays a 
mirror version of the theme, harmonized by the viola. The composition seems to end the 
same way it started, in a quiet, pensive presentation of the main melody (this time the strings 
go first). But an upbeat tag brings us back into the world of uneven meters, finishing the 
piece on a forceful note.

Impressions for clarinet, bassoon, horn, violin, viola, violoncello and double bass
Impressions, a composition commissioned in 2002 by Ursula Krummel for the  
Los Angeles-based chamber music series Pacific Serenades, has three movements:  
1. Carnival in Venice, 2. Dream, and 3. Country Road.  
 The inspiration for the individual movements came not so much from actual experi-
ences, but rather from the imaginary experience of looking at a painting of say, a carnival in 
Venice, California. Capturing my impressions became the source of the music.
 Carnival in Venice describes not only the fun and upbeat aspect of a carnival, but also 
tells about its hidden dark side. The movement starts out with a jazzy main theme in a 7/4 feel, 
introduced by clarinet and bassoon. Two energetic sections dominated by strings and horn lead 
to a quieter, introspective segment for strings alone. The main theme then enters again, this 
time in a very different context. The horn and strings continue to drive the following section, 
culminating in an ensemble unison of repeated notes, marking the climax of the first move-
ment. The music then moves gradually towards the reprise, this time presented by violin and 
viola. A rhythmically charged coda concludes the movement.
 Dream—the most extensive of the three movements—is a slow, moody waltz. The 
melody and its underlying harmonies create a dream-like athmosphere with a comfortable, 
slightly otherworldly feeling. Almost every instrument in the group has featured solo passages, 
making Dream a quiet counterpoint to the lively activity of the first movement.
 Country Road, a short impression of an imagined car ride somewhere in the American 
West, concludes the piece. A pattern of repeated sixteenth notes, introduced by violin and 
viola, forms the backbone of the movement and is reminiscent of fiddle style technique.  
Bassoon, clarinet, and violoncello present the primary melodic material. 
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THE PERFORMERS
Former principal clarinetist of Bogotá Symphony Orchestra,  
Edgar David López has been invited to play with the Simon 
Bolivar Orchestra (with Gustavo Dudamel), the Milwaukee, Fort 
Worth, Modesto, Las Vegas American Youth, Tolima and Orchestra 
of Colombia Symphonies, among others. Winner of numerous 
competitions, Mr. López has performed various orchestral, solo and 

chamber concerts at venues across Colombia, Peru, Costa Rica, Brazil, and the United States. 
He received his Master of Music degree in Clarinet Performance from the University of 
Southern California under the tutelage of Yehuda Gilad, and his Bachelor of Music degree 
from the National University of Colombia, studying with Robert d’Gennaro. Currently,  
Mr. López teaches clarinet at the Colburn School of Music and the LA Philharmonic 
program YOLA.

2016 GRAMMY nominee Judith Farmer is former principal 
bassoonist of the Austrian Radio Symphony Orchestra and the 
Camerata Academica Salzburg under Sandor Vegh. Critics have 
described her playing as “impeccable” (American Record Guide), 
“masterly” (Fanfare) and “brilliant” (Kronenzeitung, Austria). She 
has appeared as a soloist at the Salzburg Festival and has participated 

in chamber music festivals in Prussia Cove (UK), Martha’s Vineyard, MA and La Jolla, 
California. Since moving to Los Angeles Ms. Farmer has performed with the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic, also as guest associate principal, has played on more than 200 motion picture 
scores and has recorded with artists such as Daft Punk, Josh Groban, Billy Childs, Barbra 
Streisand and Neil Young. She is currently a member of the Los Angeles Opera and Pasadena 
Symphony orchestras and teaches bassoon and chamber music at the University of Southern 
California.

Amy Jo Rhine was appointed to the position of Third Horn with 
the Los Angeles Philharmonic by Gustavo Dudamel during the 2014-
15 season. She has held principal horn positions with the Louisiana 
Philharmonic, Wichita Symphony, Colorado Music Festival Orchestra 
and the Memphis-based IRIS Orchestra. From 1996-2001, Rhine 
was the Assistant Professor of Horn at Wichita State University. Amy 

Jo is an active performer in the Los Angles recording studios and a frequent guest at Horn 
workshops across the United States. She received her training from Verne Reynolds at the 
Eastman School of Music earning a BM degree and Performer’s Certificate, and with James 
Decker at the University of Southern California graduating with a MM degree.

GRAMMY and EMMY-winning pianist Gloria Cheng is widely 
recognized as a charismatic and eloquent performer whose playing is 
regularly praised for its unassuming virtuosity and insight. She has 
collaborated with many of the leading composers of our time and has 
dozens of premieres and dedications to her credit from composers who 
include Thomas Adès, Pierre Boulez, Terry Riley, and John Williams. 

Ms. Cheng’s recording of Piano Music of Esa-Pekka Salonen, Steven Stucky, and Witold 
Lutosławski, was released to international accolades and won the 2009 GRAMMY for Best 
Instrumental Soloist Performance (without Orchestra).

Los Angeles Times music critic Mark Swed described pianist Nic 
Gerpe’s playing as “wonderfully illuminating… his tone is crystalline. 
His technique is dazzlingly fluid.” A dedicated proponent of new 
music, Nic has worked with composers such as Steve Reich and 
Michael Gordon, and has given numerous world premieres locally and 
abroad. He has performed in such venues as Walt Disney Concert Hall, 
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the 58th GRAMMY Awards in 3 categories. She is a Steinway Artist and professor of music 
at Cal Poly Pomona University and Claremont Graduate University.

Pianist Robert Thies is an artist renowned for his consummate 
musicianship and poetic temperament. He first captured worldwide 
attention in 1995 when he won the Gold Medal at the Second 
International Prokofiev Competition in St. Petersburg, Russia. Thies 
enjoys a diverse career as an orchestral soloist, recitalist, chamber 
musician, and recording artist. He has already performed 40 different 

concerti with orchestras all over the world, including Russia’s Saint Petersburg Philharmonic, 
New Zealand’s Auckland Philharmonia, and the Mexico City Philharmonic. Thies is highly 
sought after as a recital partner, and he is prolific as a recording artist of concert and film 
music. 

Hailed for her “expressive beauty and wonderful intensity” (Robert 
Mann), violinist Tereza Stanislav is a dynamic performer, having 
appeared in venues such as the Library of Congress, Wigmore Hall, 
and Carnegie Hall’s Weill Recital Hall and performed with artists 
including Jean-Yves Thibaudet, Gilbert Kalish and extensively with the 
Miró Quartet. Tereza has performed several world premieres including 

Gunther Schuller’s Horn Quintet (2009) with Julie Landsman, Louis Andriessen’s The City 
of Dis (2007) as Acting Concertmaster of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra and James 
Matheson’s Violin Sonata (2007). Tereza Stanislav was appointed Assistant Concertmaster 
of the Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra in 2003 by music director Jeffrey Kahane, and she 
joined the New Hollywood String Quartet as first violinist in 2014.

the Wallis Annenberg Center, and the Roy and Edna Disney Cal Arts Theater. He has played 
on series such as Piano Spheres, People Inside Electronics, and the Hear Now Music Festival. 
Nic’s performances have also been nationally broadcast on KUSC.

Pianist Joanne Pearce Martin was appointed by Esa-Pekka Salonen 
as the Los Angeles Philharmonic’s Keyboardist in 2001. A graduate 
of Philadelphia’s Curtis Institute, she enjoys a busy career as soloist, 
chamber musician and recording artist. With the LA Phil, she 
has performed as soloist with conductors including Salonen, John 
Adams, and Gustavo Dudamel. She has appeared in concert on five 

continents, including programs with her 2-piano partner for almost three decades, husband 
Gavin Martin. Ms. Martin has been the subject of several national television features, and 
has collaborated frequently with artists such as cellist Lynn Harrell and violinist Joshua 
Bell. Joanne also performs and records on the Theremin, including Theremin’s Journey, a 
commissioned work by Gernot Wolfgang.

Multiple GRAMMY nominated pianist Nadia Shpachenko enjoys 
bringing into the world things that are outside the box—powerful 
pieces that often possess unusual sonic qualities or instrumentation. 
Her concert highlights include recitals at Concertgebouw, 
Carnegie Hall, Disney Hall, on the Piano Spheres and Los Angeles 
Philharmonic’s Green Umbrella and Chamber Music Series, and with 

numerous orchestras in Europe and the Americas. An enthusiastic promoter of contemporary 
music, Nadia premiered more than 60 works by Elliott Carter, George Crumb, Annie 
Gosfield, Hannah Lash, James Matheson, Missy Mazzoli, Adam Schoenberg, Iannis Xenakis, 
and others. Nadia’s Reference Recordings CD Woman at the New Piano was nominated for 
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Hong was hired by DreamWorks Pictures to train several members 
of the cast of the movie, The Soloist, including Jamie Foxx. Born in 
Taipei, Taiwan, Hong left home at age 13 for the Juilliard School. 
Later he studied with Lynn Harrell at USC, where he currently teaches 
as an Adjunct professor. In addition, he frequently presents clinics and 
master classes in the U.S. and abroad.

 
Andrew Shulman, principal cello with the Los Angeles Chamber 
Orchestra since 2008 and professor of cello at the University of 
Southern California, was the first British winner of the Piatigorsky 
Artist Award. He was also awarded an Honorary RCM by HRH 
The Queen Mother. Andrew is a regular guest at festivals worldwide, 
including Aspen, Edinburgh and La Jolla. He has served as principal 

cello of London’s Philharmonia Orchestra, the Academy of Saint Martin in the Fields and the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic—orchestras with which he was also featured as a soloist—and is 
one of the most sought-after solo cellists working in the TV and movie music industry today.

Cellist Charles Tyler has enjoyed a varied career as soloist, chamber 
musician and orchestral performer in concert venues around the world. 
He was named winner of the Cleveland Institute of Music’s Concerto 
Competition, top prizewinner of the Osaka International Music Com-
petition, and winner of the Atwater Kent Strings Competition. Charles 
served as co-principal cello of the Hyogo Performing Arts Center Or-

chestra in Japan for three seasons where he also appeared in numerous chamber music and solo 
recital concerts. In past summers he has participated in the Tanglewood Music Center, Lorin 
Maazel’s Castleton Festival, and was principal cellist of the National Repertory Orchestra.  

Violinist Maia Jasper White is the co-founder and director of the 
Salastina Music Society, one of the Los Angeles area’s most significant 
chamber music presenters. A devoted teacher, she is the Director of 
Chamber Music at Caltech. She’s also on the chamber music faculty 
at the Colburn School. She has been a member of the LA Chamber 
Orchestra’s first violin section for eight years. While chamber music 

and teaching are her passions, she makes the majority of her living recording for motion 
pictures like Star Wars. She graduated with honors from Yale College, with further study at 
the Paris Conservatory and USC. She lives in Glendale with her husband Philip White, a 
composer, and their one-year-old son, Galen. 

Violist Robert Brophy, a member of the Los Angeles Chamber 
Orchestra since 2011, can also be seen and heard playing with the 
Los Angeles Philharmonic, LA Opera and many West Coast chamber 
music series. He has recorded with Nigel Kennedy, and has performed 
alongside Martha Argerich and Mischa Maisky. An advocate for new 
music and former member of the Ensō Quartet, Brophy has worked 

with many leading composers of the 20th and 21st centuries, including Joan Tower, William 
Bolcom, Tan Dun and Bernard Rands. Featured on two recordings with the Ensō Quartet on 
the Naxos label, Brophy continues his quartet life as a member of the New Hollywood String 
Quartet, and has performed with them throughout Southern California for the last six years.

Ben Hong joined the Los Angeles Philharmonic in 1993 as Assistant Principal Cello, 
at age 24. He currently serves as Associate Principal Cello, appointed in 2015 by Music 
Director Gustavo Dudamel. Hong also performs frequently as soloist and as a member of 
chamber music ensembles. He has collaborated with such artists as Emanuel Ax, Yefim 
Bronfman, Janine Jansen, Lang Lang, Sir Simon Rattle, and Esa-Pekka Salonen. In 2009, 
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Steve Dress brings his lyrical sound and musical sensitivity to the 
double bass. As a distinguished graduate of the Juilliard School, he 
studied under the virtuoso Eugene Levinson. Now in Los Angeles, 
Steve enjoys the unique musical opportunities available in America’s 
entertainment capital. Performances include collaborations with a 
diverse cast of renowned artists and ensembles including The Los 

Angeles Chamber Orchestra, Andrea Boccelli, U2, Natalie Cole, and Jeff Beck. Steve has the 
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The musicians and their instruments:
Edgar David López: Buffet Crampon – Tosca model clarinet
Judith Farmer: Heckel bassoon, serial # 10136
Amy Jo Rhine: Kortesmaki – Geyer model horn

Tereza Stanislav: violin by Johannes Baptista Guadagnini of Parma, Italy 1767  
(generously loaned by an anonymous benefactor)
Maia Jasper White: violin by Mario Miralles of Altadena, CA 2003  
(generously loaned by Dr. Bill Sloan) 
Robert Brophy: viola commissioned from Guy Rabut of New York City, NY 2006
Ben Hong: violoncello by Josef Guarnerius Filius Andrea of Cremona, Italy 1706
Andrew Shulman: violoncello by David Rubio of Cambridge, England 1988
Charles Tyler: violoncello by William Whedbee of Chicago, IL 2004
Steve Dress: double bass by Giuseppe Tarantino of Naples, Italy 1926

Steinway piano serial # 591975 

This album was recorded on May 15-18, 2018 at Alfred Newman Recital Hall, Alan Hancock 
Foundation Building at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles.

Produced by Gernot Wolfgang and Judith Farmer
Recorded, mixed, and mastered by Rich Breen
Edited by Gernot Wolfgang and Rich Breen
Executive producer: David Barnes
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Thanks to Susan Bush of Albany Records for another wonderful collaboration.

Special thanks to the musicians who gave their hearts and souls to the music on this album: 
Amy Jo, Andrew, Ben, Charlie, Edgar, Gloria, Joanne, Judy, Maia, Nadia, Nic, Rob & Rob, 
Steve and Tereza.

Special thanks to Rich Breen for so beautifully capturing the sound of these amazing  
musicians.
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  Gernot Wolfgang

 1 Road Signs (2017) [8:15]
  Judith Farmer, bassoon | Nic Gerpe, piano

 2 Passage to Vienna (2012)
   Tereza Stanislav, violin | Ben Hong, violoncello 

Joanne Pearce Martin, piano [15:33]

 3 Route 33 (2014)
  Gloria Cheng, piano [7:52]

 4 Windows (2014) [13:42]
   Edgar David Lopez, clarinet  

Judith Farmer, bassoon | Nadia Shpachenko, piano

  Impressions (2002)
 5 Carnival in Venice [6:46]
 6 Dream [8:53]
 7 Country Road [2:09]
   Edgar David Lopez, clarinet  

Judith Farmer, bassoon | Amy Jo Rhine, horn 
Tereza Stanislav, violin | Robert Brophy, viola  
Andrew Shulman, violoncello  
Steve Dress, double bass

 8 From Vienna With Love (2011) [5:30]
   Maia Jasper White, violin | Robert Brophy, viola  

Charles Tyler, violoncello | Robert Thies, piano

  Total Time = 68:45

  Produced by Gernot Wolfgang and Judith Farmer 
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